High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems consume large amounts of energy. As the energy consumption predictions for HPC show increasing numbers, it is important to make users aware of the energy spent for the execution of their applications. Drawing from our experience with exposing cost and performance in public clouds, in this paper we present a generic mechanism to compute fast and accurate estimates for the tradeoffs between the performance (expressed as makespan) and the energy consumption of applications running on HPC clusters. We validate our approach by implementing it in a prototype, called E-BaTS and validating it with a wide variety of HPC bags-of-tasks. Our experiments show that E-BaTS produces conservative estimates with errors below 5%, while requiring at most 12% of the energy and time of an exhaustive search for providing configurations close to the optimal ones in terms of trade-offs between energy consumption and makespan.
Introduction
Energy consumption becomes a major problem for HPC centers, as not only these systems consume large amounts of energy [6] , but also projections show a trend increasing at a high rate [1] . Thus, it becomes vitally important to make computing systems much more energy aware. Raising awareness of the energy costs is useful because it can lead to a better energy consumption of the infrastructure.
In a typical HPC cluster environment, the energy consumption of a given application and its relationship to different performance metrics are difficult to assess for the cluster manager and often completely inaccessible for the end user. Cluster managers lack mechanisms to appraise energy budget ranges for their users. Users lack mechanisms to judge their options with respect to trading energy consumption for performance when executing an application. These trade-offs may be exposed by mapping applications to existing hardware and obtaining an energy cost model. Current approaches to this problem mostly focus on piecewise mappings of specific applications and hardware, leading to specific solutions, which despite their good prediction accuracy, have limited flexibility.
Our contribution is a generic mechanism to compute fast and accurate estimates for the makespan and energy cost trade-offs when executing a bag-of-tasks application, without any apriori knowledge about the tasks or the hardware architecture. These applications are generally computationally demanding sets of tasks, frequently found in computational science (parameter sweep): more than 75% of all submitted tasks in HPC systems are bags-of-tasks type of applications, taking up over 90% of the total CPU time [13, 14] . Although bags-of-tasks do not exhibit task interdepencies, these applications are challenging to optimally schedule in the absence of perfect knowledge, i.e., complete information about the execution time and resource utilisation pattern of every task for every target execution environment. Given the wide spectrum of domains performing computer-based experimentation in the form of bags-of-tasks, it also becomes challenging to obtain this perfect knowledge.
Based on part of the work done for BaTS [21] , an existing public cloud bag-oftasks scheduler focused on execution speed and monetary cost, we have designed a new sampling phase which finds a cost model for HPC clusters, based on energy consumption. Previous projects [24, 11] done on DAS-4 [3] showed that performance and power consumption do not necessarily change at the same rate, thus allowing for energy efficient scenarios. In order to explore these energy efficient scenarios and to find interesting outcomes for bag-of-tasks' makespan and energy consumption, a new sampling phase investigates various configurations of concurrently running, i.e., colocated, tasks. This initial sampling phase gives us insight into the particularities of the bag: its resource utilisation pattern, the physical machine types and how task colocation impacts the bag's makespan and energy consumption.
Predicting the whole bag execution behavior on different colocation configurations using only a small sample set of tasks raises different challenges due to the journal precision of energy measurements, the task diversity and the accuracy of comparison between task colocation configurations. Furthermore, our problem is a multiobjective optimization problem, since we look for the smallest energy cost and the fastest makespan. To address these challenges, we designed a dynamic step Hill Climbing algorithm (PR-HC) that quickly identifies colocation configurations representing trade-offs between makespan and energy consumption. Typically, a hill climbing algorithm starts with an arbitrary solution to a problem, and then attempts to find a better solution by incrementally changing a single element of the solution [26] . Instead, the PR-HC uses a probabilistic restart heuristic, which leverages problem domain knowledge, next to a dynamic exploration step to increase the search efficiency. Our PR-HC algorithm uses less than 12% of the resources required by an exhaustive search to find a majority of points close to the optimal ones in terms of energy-makespan trade-offs in 10 out of 12 scenarios.
We implemented our new sampling phase in E-BaTS, an extension of our previous prototype, BaTS. Our approach is flexible and generic as it is designed to work with any type of physical nodes and it does not make any assumptions about the user's bag-of-tasks. We evaluated E-BaTS on different node types from DAS-4 and with bag-of-tasks covering a diverse spectrum of resource utilization patterns: CPU intensive, memory intensive, I/O intensive and mixed resource usage. Our results show small and stable errors for both makespan and energy estimations in all cases. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the related work. In Section 3 we detail the E-BaTS system architecture and our contribution. In Section 4 we describe the evaluation platform and results and we conclude in Section 5.
Related Work
Many research efforts focused on introducing energy awareness in scheduling different types of applications. We discuss them in the rest of this section.
Energy-Performance Trade-offs
With the motivation to raise awareness about the energy costs, several works analyzed the power consumption of applications with respect to their CPU utilization and execution times [7, 24, 11] . The general conclusion is that better performance can be achieved without higher power consumption. Experiments have shown that energy-performance tradeoffs depend on the application [7] . For some applications, e.g., memory bound, it is possible to reduce significantly the energy consumption with limited performance penalty by reducing the frequency at which the cores operate. Executing an application on a node with 100% of the resources allocated results in a shorter application execution time while not affecting the total energy consumption of the node [24, 11] . These works motivate us to believe that there might be multiple possible trade-offs between the makespan and the energy cost of our bag-of-tasks. 
Node-level Energy Management
Different techniques were employed to reduce the power consumption of a node by slowing down or turning off its hardware components. As the most power-hungry hardware components are the CPU and the memory modules [12] , efforts were mostly focused on them.
Dynamic Virtual Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a technique to reduce the voltage, and thus the frequency, of the CPU cores during periods of low utilization. Weiser et al. were the first to apply this technique and noticed that a substantial amount of energy consumed by the CPU can be saved, while having a limited impact on performance [28] . The DVFS technique has been extensively used to reduce the energy consumption of a node up to that of an entire cluster [7, 17, 10] . Nevertheless, recent research shows that while DVFS is effective on the older CPUs, on the most recent platorms it leads to increased energy consumtion, even for memory-bound workloads [18] .
Isci et al. [15] propose a global power manager which is aware of the activity of all the cores in a multi-core chip and decides good per-core actions to meet global chip constraints. The authors evaluate several power-management policies for prioritization, fairness and optimized chip-level throughput. Because the global power manager is between the operating system and the hardware, their approach depends on these two layers. Per-Core Power Gating (PCPG) [19] is a mechanism to cut down the voltage supply of individual cores, thus deactivating them and leading to more energy savings than DVFS. PCPG is supported by some recent platforms, e.g., Intel Nehalem, and can be used by the operating system to turn off/on cores. Recently, DVFS-like mechanisms were also applied for memory. To save energy, DVFS may also be applied on the memory controller, next to using dynamic frequency scaling on the memory channels and DRAM modules [4] . In contrast, E-BaTS is independent of a node's hardware or operating system.
A workload type dependent approach [23] focuses on scheduling memoryintensive bags-of-tasks on heterogeneous multi-core nodes. The energy consumption is optimized using DVFS and the objective function considers the influence of the memory contention on the application performance. In contrast, E-BaTS can schedule multiple types of bag-of-tasks.
Targeting homogeneous hardware and fine-grained bags-of-tasks, Zakarya et al. [29] propose a workload partitioning technique that can fully utilize all the processing cores in a multi-core system. The considered workload is composed of tasks which can be split in sub-tasks for better load balancing. In contrast, E-BaTS supports heterogeneous hardware and makes no assumptions on the task granularity.
Cong et.al. [2] propose a framework for static analysis and instrumentation of applications to achieve energy efficient scheduling on heterogeneous multi-core architectures. The authors model and then predict the energy consumption of a core for different instructions using regression modeling. Training data for the model is obtained by collecting hardware performance data, e.g., number of retired instructions or cache accesses, for different instruction intervals. Using the training data they determine the regression coefficients and use them to predict the energy spent on other instructions. Opposed to our approach, the application code needs analyzed, which is time-consuming and not always possible.
Using these fine-grained power control mechanisms in E-BaTS would reduce its compatibility with heterogeneous clusters. Nevertheless, E-BaTS can easily integrate these mechanisms by expanding the configuration space explored by its sampling phase.
Cluster-level Energy Management
Georgiou et.al. emphasize the need for tools to give users feedback regarding the energy consumed by their applications and to allow them to make trade-offs between energy cost and makespan [10] . The authors enhance Slurm, a cluster resource manager, to measure the power consumption of an application and to give users the possibility to control it by adjusting the CPU frequency of the nodes on which the application runs. However, their solution does not give any insight about the corelation between performance and energy consumption.
Gao et.al. propose an energy and makespan-aware resource scheduling framework for cloud systems [9] . The authors model the workload as a graph of tasks with dependencies among them. Their framework minimizes the energy cost of the cloud system while ensuring that user deadlines are met. Pineau et. al. proposes a model to schedule tasks on nodes such that the energy consumption is minimized while considering a given throughput [22] . However, the used model is limited, as it assumes that all tasks have the same execution time and when in idle state the processor doesn't consume any power. Opposed to E-BaTS, in these works the user decides the performance constraint of the application without beeing aware of the energy cost. E-BaTS provides to its users a broader set of options in terms of performance and energy consumption.
The closest to our work are the solutions that focus on performance-energy tradeoffs of bag-of-tasks. In [25] , the authors propose an algorithm for finding the Pareto Set representing the trade-offs between energy cost and makespan for bag-of-tasks. The algorithm constructs the Pareto Set based on the first execution of the bag-oftasks on the infrastructure. Afterwards, the user can execute the bag multiple times with the prefered option regarding makespan and energy cost option. Opposed to E-BaTS, the authors assume that a node can process one task at a given time.
Moreover, E-BaTS does not need to execute the whole bag for finding the optimal options, but only a sample of it. Friese et al. propose a genetic algorithm to construct the Pareto Set [8] . However, the authors only consider a simulation environment in which the execution times and power consumption of the tasks are already known. In contrast, E-BaTS doesn't make any assumptions regarding the power model of the nodes or the task execution times.
E-BaTS
In this section we describe the contribution of E-BaTS. We give an overview of its architecture and the algorithm used to give users estimates regarding the energy consumption and makespan of their bag of tasks.
Architecture Overview
E-BaTS is an extension of BaTS, a scheduler for large bags of tasks on multiple cloud platforms that provides users with flexible control over the budget and makespan of their bags of tasks. Figure 1 sketches BaTS' overall system architecture. The scheduler follows a master-worker architecture, where the master resides on a separate machine. To run bags of tasks on the available infrastructure, BaTS first learns their stochastic properties on all available machine types in an initial sampling phase [21] . The output of this phase is composed of estimates regarding makespan and budget. After the user chooses the desired makespan and budget, the scheduler enters an execution phase, in which it allocates a number of machines from different clouds, and adapts the allocation regularly by acquiring and/or releasing machines in order to respect the estimated makespan and budget. BaTS does not need apriori knowledge about the bag; it only needs to know the total number of tasks in the bag. To approximate the best combinations of machines presented to the user, in terms of makespan and cost, which form a Pareto Set, BaTS uses a genetic algorithm (GA) [27] .
The novelty of E-BaTS consists of estimating the total energy and makespan of a bag of tasks. To achieve this, we modified the original BaTS's sampling phase to include energy-awareness and task co-location. The new approach also required a new implementation logic for the Job Profiler, which enabled E-BaTS to run different numbers of tasks per worker, as well as to read the power consumption metrics from workers. We assume that the nodes on which workers are running are attached to some type of PDUs (Power Distribution Units), such that the Energy Monitor can read power consumption metrics and corelate them to the number of colocated tasks. E-BaTS can manage heterogeneous PDUs, as explained in Section 4.
When a bag of tasks needs to be executed, the E-BaTS master starts the sampling phase and launches the Energy Monitor. During the sampling phase, the E-BaTS master learns the properties of the bag-of-tasks with respect to energy consumption and execution speed under different task colocation configurations.
To obtain the energy consumed in a given time interval, we compute the energy consumed between two readings, i.e., the partial energy, and sum up all these values. We compute the partial energy as follows:
E part represents the energy consumed by the node between t n and t n+1 . t n is the timestamp for the power value w n and t n+1 is the timestamp for the next power value w n+1 . We note that timestamps are in milliseconds, thus the difference will take values in milliseconds as well. To get as many power readings as possible, the Energy Monitor queries in parallel for power readings from each PDU connected to a worker. In E-BaTS, the master is in charge of controlling the task colocation configuration on the workers, while the workers ask for and execute tasks. When tasks are sent to the workers, the master also informs the energy monitor about the current number of colocated tasks, to keep track of the power consumption of each task colocation. Here, the linear regression mechanism originally employed by BaTS to optimize the sampling phase would not be sufficient: we would still need to run a sample, albeit very small, on hundreds of colocation configurations. E-BaTS replaces the linear regression approach with a new mechanism which selects only a small subset of colocation configurations for actual executions of sample tasks.
Next, we describe the probabilistic hill climbing algorithm executed by the EBaTS master in order to find the sample set of colocation configurations for the sampling phase.
Probabilistic Restart Hill Climbing (PR-HC)
We explore different task colocations because we want to find those configurations which would improve both objective, that is the execution speed and the energy cost. Finding these configurations of co-located tasks is difficult, as they depend on the task resource utilization patterns and physical machine hardware characteristics. In some cases, a task may not use 100% of the CPU time, because it accesses different resources through blocking calls, e.g., disk or network. In such cases, running concurrently a number of tasks higher than the number of available cores can lead to a substantial decrease in makespan. In other cases, however, the accessed resource can quickly become a bottleneck, e.g., the access to the disk is well-known to be slow, leading to poor performance even when the number of colocated tasks is less than the number of cores. We cannot expect users to know all the task resource utilization patterns beforehand, and moreover, we cannot expect them to also know the performance of the physical machines on which these tasks will run.
To find the best numbers of colocated tasks, or Tasks per Node (TNs), we developed an algorithm, called Probabilistic Restart Hill Climbing (PR-HC), which does not require a-priori knowledge about the bag-of-tasks or the physical machines characteristics. Our algorithm starts from a hill climbing [26] approach to explore different TNs. After finding a good TN (hill), the algorithm uses probabilistic restart to avoid areas already explored and to increase the chance of finding the best TNs. Next, we discuss the design of the algorithm.
Assessing a TN
We evaluate the performance of a sample TN (a current solution under evaluation by the PR-HC) using two metrics: (i) the estimated consumed energy; (ii) and the bag makespan when the bag is executed by colocating TN tasks on the physical machine. Our sampling algorithm runs a number of S randomly selected tasks from the bag such that TN tasks run concurrently. To avoid cases in which tasks might have small execution times, leading to a sample time smaller than the time needed to do a power reading, the sampling algorithm also runs for a minimum sampling time T min .
The number of tasks to run for each sample TN depends on that TN. Running a constant number of tasks, that is independent of the TN configuration, would not lead to an objective comparison between two TNs. For example, if we run 30 tasks on a T N = 4 configuration and then on a T N = 27 configuration, the accuracy of the measured results would not be the same. The configuration with T N = 4 will take more time to execute, which will lead to better accuracy of the results due to two reasons. First, an increasing execution time leads to more stable power readings which reflect better the whole bag behavior. Second, the starting up and ending phases (fetching the tasks and sending back the results after they are finished) will weight much less in the measurements as more time will be spent in executing the tasks. Thus, the results of the T N = 4 configuration would be more journal accurate than the results of the T N = 27 and the comparison between the two configurations would be biased. To avoid this issue, the number of executed tasks during the sampling phase for a given TN is a multiple of that TN:
At the end of a sample TN execution, we compute two representative metrics for that TN: (i) energy per second (the task energy consumption); and (ii) tasks per second (the task execution speed). The energy per second metric reflects the energy consumption at a task level, on average. Given that the size of the sample set is known, the tasks per second metric reflects the average task execution time for the task colocation scenario corresponding to the sampled TN. The average execution time may be understood as a quality of service metric. Also, a directly connected quality of service metric is task throughput.
The energy per second, measured in J/s, is computed as a function applied to all the n power readings (p i ) obtained during sampling:
We will discuss several options for this function in Section 4.4.1.
The tasks per second is computed as the size of the sampling set, S, divided by the total time it took to execute them, T :
Using these two metrics and knowing the total size of the bag of tasks, n tasks , we compute the energy cost and makespan estimates. These estimates represent the values for the whole bag-of-tasks execution under the associated TN. The makespan is obtained by dividing the bag size to the tasks per second value:
Intuitively, the energy cost estimate is directly dependent on the makespan estimate, and it is obtained by multiplying the makespan with the energy per second value:
Hill Climbing
Because we had a large space of possible values for a TN, we use a hill climbing algorithm to select new TNs to evaluate during the E-BaTS sampling phase. Our problem is a multi-objective optimization problem: obtaining the lowest energy cost and the fastest makespan. Hill climbing is generally used for these types of optimization problems. A hill climbing algorithm starts with an arbitrary solution to a problem, and then attempts to find a better solution by incrementally changing a single element of the solution [26] . A hill is defined as a local maximum (optimum).
journal We decided that hill climbing is the best approach for this type of problem after considering a binary search of the TN space. The latter is prone to stopping after finding one hill. Starting from an initial TN, our hill climbing algorithm tries to find the best TNs in terms of our objectives.
As the general HC algorithm uses a single metric to evaluate the solution, we decided to select either the E s or the T s as a metric to compare TNs. To better Fig. 3 . The behaviour of the energy per second (Es, measured in J/s) and tasks per second (Ts) metrics as TN increases. In the beginning, both metrics have an increasing trend. However, the Es metric is more unstable and it converges to a maximum value faster than the Ts metric.
understand which metric to choose, Figure 3 gives a graphical representation of both metrics' evolution for a memory intensive bag of tasks. We notice that in the beginning (from 0 to 60 tasks per node) both metrics have an increasing trend. However, the E s metric is more unstable and, with the increase of TN, it converges to a constant maximum cap sooner than the T s metric. Moreover, for a high TN (between 100 and 140) E s remains constant while T s decreases. Thus, if we choose E s as a metric we might prune interesting solutions out of the search space. This reason leads us to choose T s as a metric for hill climbing.
Algorithm 1 describes our hill climbing algorithm. The algorithm starts with Fig. 4 . The definition of probability intervals for probabilistic restart. The probability of selecting a TN increases per interval, with the highest probability assigned to TNs in the interval [20, 25] . After this interval, the probability decreases again.
a small TN, e.g, 1 or 2, and then it increments it with a constant step, e.g., 4, to get a set of initial values for the task execution speed, T s (Lines 8-11). After obtaining these initial values, the algorithm increments the current TN with a step proportional to the normalized difference of the two previously observed T s values (Line 12) and a factor α. The reasoning behind the step computation is as follows. A high positive difference between the last two T s values indicates that there is a high probability that the hill is farther away and, thus, the step should be big. In contrast, if the difference is small, the hill might be close, and, thus, the step should also be small. A negative difference also allows the algorithm to go back to smaller TN values when the hill is missed. Finally, the constant α transforms the normalized difference in an integer. After a hill is found (Line 15), or when the step leads to TN values previously explored, the algorithm restarts its search in another area with unexplored TN values (method check and restart). The value at which the algorithm restarts is further discussed in Section 3.2.3.
The hill climbing algorithm stops when the difference between the two highest hills is less than a percentage d (Lines 38-46), indicating that a plateau has been found. In the worst case scenario, if the difference between the two biggest hills is never less than d%, the algorithm becomes an exhaustive search. However, as seen in Section 4.5.1, with a carefully chosen d, the algorithm finishes in less than 12% of the time needed by the exhaustive search.
Probabilistic Restart
After a hill is found, to minimize the risk of finding again the same hill or sampling twice the same TNs, the hill climbing algorithm avoids exploring further the area by restarting the search from a completely different TN. Choosing the right restart return True 46: return False journal strategy is important. A good strategy leads to finding new hills faster, while a poor strategy increases the sampling time. For example, a simple restart strategy would have been to select randomly another TN. However, since the dimension of our problem is high, this strategy could lead to a time consuming sampling.
Our strategy relies on a probabilistic restart heuristic, in which the new TN is selected with a given probability from the unexplored values for a TN on the physical machine. As explained in the beginning of this section, in the general case, the performance of running concurrently more tasks than the number of cores typically outperforms running a number of tasks equal to the number of cores. Thus, we allow a high interval for restart, between 1 to m * n cores , where m is a constant and n cores is the number of available cores on the physical machine.
To explain how we compute the restart probability, let us imagine a T s curve similar to the red one in Figure 4 , where n cores = 5 and m = 6. By knowing the general performance trend of the TNs in this case, intuitively, we would prefer the algorithm to restart with a T N = 17 rather than T N = 4.
Based on this observation, we design a set of probability intervals used for selecting a new TN for PR-HC. We split the unexplored space in smaller intervals (from 0 to 1 * n cores , from 1 * n cores +1 to 2 * n cores and so on up to m * n cores ). We give a constant probability of selection for all the TNs in every interval, starting from a probability p. We progressively increase the probability up to the (4 * n cores + 1, 5 * n cores ) interval and, then, progressively decrease it up to the end of the interval for the TN values (m * n cores ).
Algorithm 2 describes the selection of a TN using the probability intervals. A TN is selected such that the TNs from the intervals with the highest probabilities are favored. We noticed that our probabilistic restart heuristic helps the PR-HC to find the plateau faster than a simple random restart. for tp ∈ all possible TNs do 7: if rand ≤ sum then 
Evaluation
The goal of E-BaTS' evaluation is two-fold. First we analyze the accuracy of estimates produced by E-BaTS's sampling for energy consumption and makespan. Second, we analyze the performance of PR-HC, our proposed sampling algorithm, quantitatively and qualitatively. Through the quantitative evaluation of PR-HC we show how the algorithm performs in terms of consumed energy and execution time.
Through the qualitative evaluation we show how good the found TNs are. We implemented E-BaTS in Java, using the Ibis platform [5] and tested it on DAS-4 [3] . To show that E-BaTS is agnostic of the application type or used hardware, we tested it with a variety of applications and on different hardware architectures. For the purpose of our evaluation both the master and workers run on DAS-4 nodes. We discuss the evaluation environment in Section 4.1, the used workloads in Section 4.2 and the configuration of PR-HC in Section 4.3. Then we discuss the results we obtained in Section 4.4 and Section 4.5.
Evaluated Infrastructure

E-BaTS was deployed on DAS-4 [3] on two node types:
• double compute nodes. These compute nodes have the same hardware characteristics as the standard compute nodes, but they are connected as a pair to a PDU. One power reading for a double node represents the power consumed by the pair of standard nodes. We use this type of nodes to show how E-BaTS handles heterogeneous energy infrastructures.
• fat compute nodes. The fat nodes have special resources for specific research purposes. Each fat node has a Sandy Bridge E5-2620 2.0 GHz processor with 64 GB RAM and a K20m KeplerGPU. The fat nodes we used are connected individually to a PDUs.
DAS-4 has Ractivity PDUs, with each of them providing 8 connection ports. To read power consumption metrics, E-BaTS connects to each PDU through HTTPS. On the current infrastructure, the minimum time between two power consumption readings is 2.5 seconds on average. Accurately estimating the energy consumption for a sampled TN on a heterogeneous infrastructure is challenging. In our case of using DAS-4 we had to manage reading power values for nodes connected differently to their PDUs. A particular issue was represented by the double node. This issue comes from the fact that the power readings are for two nodes instead of one, while the nodes might process different workloads. There are three different approaches for samping this node type.
The simplest approach implies reserving the double node and measuring its idle power consumption. Then the master sends tasks with a given TN only to one physical node of the double node and keeps the other node idle. At the end of that TN sampling, when doing the energy computation, the energy of the idle node can be decreased from the total energy. In this way we would estimate the energy for one journal node in the pair. Knowing that the nodes composing the double node are the same, we can compute the energy metrics for the double node type. The disadvantage of this approach comes from wasted resources and energy; a physical node is reserved and kept idle, consuming energy.
The second approach is to execute exactly the same tasks with the same TN on both nodes, basically having one node acting as a replica of the other. In this case we can assume that each node of the double node provides the same execution speed. The energy computations would be trivial for this approach because we would divide energy by two. However, the total wasted energy would be higher than for the first approach.
The third approach is to give the two nodes different tasks while keeping the same TN on both. When the sampling finishes, the E-BaTS master synchronizes the two nodes through a barrier to make sure they both finished their tasks before switching to a new TN. The worker that finishes first its tasks waits at the barrier for the other worker. When both workers reached the barrier, the TN is changed. Because tasks are sent to 2 workers instead of one, the sample set size is also doubled in Eq. 2:
This approach carries the risk of having one of the workers wait at the end of a TN sampling, leading to lower power readings. This waiting time depends on the dimension of the tasks and their execution time distribution. However, this approach overcomes the disadvantages of the first two approaches, and little energy is wasted while sampling. Thus, in E-BaTS we use this approach. This hardware limitation will disappear in the upcoming DAS-5 (DAS-4 follow-up project building the next generation Dutch infrastructure).
Workloads
To evaluate E-BaTS, we chose a variety of bag of tasks, with different resource utilization patterns. With respect to resource utilization, the bags of tasks are composed of homogeneous tasks. The advantage of such a bag is that we can use it to stress particular resources (CPU, memory). The individual task execution times of all our tasks range from 25 milliseconds to 10 seconds. With respect to task execution time, some of the bags-of-tasks are diverse, while others are composed of homogeneous tasks. Nevertheless, even if the tasks in the bag are identical, collocation leads to variance in their execution times. The tasks compete for the same resources and their waiting times for the resource access are different due to the operating system scheduler. We describe next the types of tasks and bags-of-tasks we used:
• stream is a benchmark used for measuring the memory bandwidth of a physical node; thus, is a memory-bound application. We created a bag with journal 4000 stream tasks.
• Zephyr is a parallel application used for fluid dynamic simulations [16] .
zephyr receives as input a configuration file and simulates the move of the fluid over a specified time. The computation is iterative and at each iteration a set of equations is solved, e.g. the Navier-Stokes equations. zephyr is a CPU intensive task, but it also uses an amount of memory. In our evaluation, we configured zephyr to run for 10 seconds and we created a bag with 4000 zephyr tasks.
• montage1 is part of Montage, an astronomy application that builds a mosaic from a set of input images of a galaxy [20] . Montage uses different executables for different image operations, e.g., processing, aggregation, partitioning of results. The montage1 bag uses the mProjectPP executable, resulting in a bag of CPU intensive tasks. The montage1 bag has 8000 tasks.
• montage2 is another stage in Montage. The montage2 bag uses the mDiffFit executable, resulting in a bag of I/O bound tasks. We created these two different types of bags-of-tasks using the two executables and a set of images as input for Montage. The montage2 bag has 7302 tasks.
• primes computes the prime numbers up to 15000 and is a CPU intensive task. We created a bag with 8000 primes tasks. • read is a task that reads a file of 614MB and is I/O bound. For this type of bag we used 4000 read tasks.
E-BaTS Parameters
The E-BaTS core algorithm presented in Section 3.2 uses several tunable parameters. These parameters allow the hill climbing algorithm to be adaptated to specific problem scenarios. The Hill Climbing algorithm, as many other local or global search optimization techniques, is defined with a high level of generality, not with step-by-step well defined rules and operations. After experimenting with different values for the parameters of hill climbing, we used a set of fixed values in our evaluation. Minimal changes to these constants (for example +/-1) will not lead to drastical changes in results or performance, because we are dealing with approximations and a high degree of pseudo-randomness. However, bigger changes can alter the performance. We describe next the value of each parameter and the impact it has on E-BaTS.
The sample set size: In our experiments, we use a sample set size 4 times the TN value, thus in Eq. 2 c = 4. This value represents a trade-off between the accuracy of the estimates and the duration of the sampling phase. We want to keep this constant as low as possible, in order to minimize the time of the sampling phase. At the same time we aim at accurate measurements and estimates. A lower number than 3 would mean that the starting up and ending phases (fetching all tasks and sending back the results) would influence too much in all the measurements. We journal want to avoid this influence, since it affects the whole bag estimate, as explained in Section 3.2.1.
The hill climbing step: As explained in Section 3.2.2, the hill climbing algorithm uses a dynamic step, proportional to the normalized difference of the two previously observed task speed values. A constant α transforms this normalized difference in a relevant step. We noticed that using numbers smaller than 10 for α lead to always having a step of 1 in our experiments, which is not desirable because it increases the sampling time too much. Thus we set α = 10. This constant can be increased or decreased more than the other constants without affecting too much the algorithm.
The hill climbing stop condition: We set the stop condition for the PR-HC algorithm as a normalized difference between the two biggest hills found so far lower than d = 3%. We explored larger percentages for d, e.g., 5%, but in these cases the algorithm would stop after finding the first two hills. We did not decrease d lower than 3% because we noticed a very good quality of the identified TNs when compared to the exhaustive exploration of TNs. Decreasing the value of d leads to increasing the sampling time. As long as the obtained solutions have a good quality there is no need of increasing the search time.
The starting probability used for restart: For the probabilistic restart of hill climbing, explained in Section 3.2.3, we set the starting probability as p = 1. This implies that the probability of selecting TNs in the second interval is two times higher than the probability of TNs from the first interval, the probability of selecting TNs form the third interval is three times higher and so on for the next intervals. Considering that our probabilistic restart is an approximation of a general performance pattern we observed for TNs, p can be increased without considerably changing the performance of E-BaTS. The important advantage of using the probabilistic restart is assigning bigger probabilities of selection for general areas of interest.
The minimum execution time of hill climbing: For bags-of-tasks containing tasks with very small execution times (25 milliseconds) the time to run tasks at small TN configurations, e.g., below 8, can be too small to read at least two power queries. From this the reason, we chose a minimum sampling time for each TN as T min = 10s. In this interval E-BaTS reads approximately 4 power queries. Basically, T min is infrastructure specific, as it is determined by the connection speed between E-BaTS' energy monitor and the PDUs installed on DAS4.
We also performed experiments with increased minimum sampling time, T min = 15s. In this case we observed that, like having a constant sample set size, a fixed sampling time leads to biased results, as described in Section 3.2.1.
The search space of hill climbing: For the purpose of our experiments, we defined the maximum number of threads the PR-HC can explore as T N max = m·n cores , m = 7. The constant m can be increased or decreased and it does not affect substantially the performance of E-BaTS. We do not ask users to know precisely the number of cores each type of node has, because, since E-BaTS searches in a very large interval of TN numbers, an educated guess on the number of cores would be enough for it to find the best TNs.
Accuracy of Energy and Makespan Estimates
In this section we evaluate how accurate are the estimates of energy consumption and makespan obtained from the sampling phase of E-BaTS. The accuracy of estimates, expressed as an estimation error, is important because users can further use these estimates to take execution decisions for their bags of tasks. Wrong estimates might lead to missed opportunities for users to run their applications faster or cheaper, in terms of energy consumption.
To measure the accuracy of the estimates, we compare them with values obtained from the full execution of the bag of tasks. We call whole-bag the full execution of a bag of tasks on a given configuration (TN, bag type, node type) and sample an execution of the sampling phase. We choose the values of energy consumption and makespan of two TNs for each bag type: (i) a T N = 8; (ii) the best TN found by the sampling phase, called best-TN. We chose the first TN to analyze the estimation errors when running concurently a small number of tasks, e.g., smaller than the number of cores. We chose the second TN to analyze the estimation errors for the best configuration given by the PR-HC algorithm. We are interested in having a small estimation error for any of these cases. If estimation errors are high, the values computed by the PR-HC algorithm might be wrong. We compute the estimation error as the difference between the whole-bag and the sample value, expressed as a percentage from the whole-bag value.
We use a single sampling execution for the bags of tasks because the tasks are homogeneous and the sampling time is small; thus the differences from one sampling experiment to another are not large. We repeated the whole bag execution for each configuration 6 times, as the execution time of the whole bag is longer and noticeable fluctuations might appear both in energy and makespan. Such fluctuations might be given by PDU response time variations, unpredictable operating system decisions, network performance, etc. To see how stable are the estimation errors, we use both the average and median over the repeated executions. A small difference between these two values also means that there are only small fluctuations.
To reason whether the estimation errors are stable, i.e., they do not differ too much from one run to another, we also used the normalized root-mean-square deviation or error (NRMSD). This metric is commonly used to measure estimation errors and it is expressed as a percentage. For our comparison, we computed the NRMSD as follows. For each configuration, we computed the squared difference be-journal tween our estimated energy/makespan and each of the energy/makespan values of the 6 whole-bag executions. Next, we computed the average of these squared differences. To this average we applied the square root, obtaining the RMSD. However, this value does not allow for comparisons, as the deviations range depends on the configuration. Thus, we normalized the RMSD by dividing it to the length of the interval containing the 6 whole-bag energy costs. Intuitively, the NRMSD represents the ratio between two deviations. The first one is the deviation we get by comparing our estimate with all the 6 real results. The second one is the maximum deviation between the 6 real results.
We present our results for energy consumption estimates in Section 4.4.1 and for makespan estimates in Section 4.4.2.
Energy consumption accuracy
Because we noticed that power measurements during the execution of a bag of tasks exhibited noticeable fluctuations, we wanted first to find the most apropriate function to aproximate them from the values that we get during the sampling phase. Figure 5 shows the power readings for a zephyr bag on a fat node. The readings were done for a sampling and a full execution of the bag on the two types of TNs previously mentioned, 8 and 101, which is the best TN in this case. Figure 5(a) shows all the power readings while Figure 5 (b) zooms in on the first 120 readings, to have a better view of the readings done while sampling. We notice that the power queries during the sampling phase are close to the ones during the full run. However, we also notice some fluctuations in power queries. Because we use a limited number of power values, obtained from the sampling phase, to approximate the power values for the whole bag execution, such fluctuations can have a big impact, leading to high estimation errors.
To cope with these fluctuations we want to find a function that estimates the power values for the whole bag execution the best. We evaluate next three functions that could provide such estimates: average, median and maximum over the power values obtained during the sampling. These functions are used for computing E s in Eq. 3. Figure 6 describes the energy consumption estimation errors obtained when using them. These estimation errors indicate how far are the energy estimates obtained from the sampling phase compared to the average energy consumption of the whole bag execution. The energy estimate was computed using the formula from Eq. 6. If the value is negative, it means that we overestimate the energy consumption. We notice from the figure that this is the case for most of the configurations. We note that over-estimating the energy consumption is better than underestimating it. In a system in which such estimates are used by a user to compute the cost of her application, under-estimates lead to exceeding the initial cost and forcing the user to stop or reconfigure the application. Nevertheless, high over-estimates are also not desirable, as they lead to missed opportunities to run the application faster. With this observation is mind, we notice that the estimation errors obtained journal (a) Power queries during a sampling phase and a full run of zephyr.
(b) The first 120 power queries. Power queries for sampling zephyr on a fat node with 2 TNs versus the full run (a) and a zoom in on the first 120 querries (b). We notice that the power queries during the sampling phase are close to the ones during the full run. However, we also notice some fluctuations in power queries, which could influence negatively the accuracy of the sampling phase.
using the average as function for E s are the smallest. Thus, for the results presented further on we chose the average as the function for E s . In this case, the estimation errors that E-BaTS provides for energy consumption are between -16% and 5%. journal (a) Energy estimation errors when using the average as a measurement metric.
(b) Energy estimation errors when using median as a measurement metric.
(c) Energy estimation errors when using maximum as a measurement metric. Fig. 6 . Energy estimation errors when using different functions for the energy per second metric (Es). We notice that, overall, the functions are conservative, leading to over-estimating the energy consumtion. The highest over-estimates are obtained when using maximum as an measurement metric. When using the average, the over-estimates are the smallest, with values between -16% and 5%.
To show that the estimation errors are stable, we also computed the estimation errors by using the median energy consumption of the whole bag repeated executions. Figure 7 shows these estimation errors. We notice that these results are very similar to the ones in Figure 6 (a). This shows that the estimation errors are stable, despite small fluctuations in the whole bag execution results. Figure 8 shows the NRMSD of the energy estimates. The results for NRMSD show a deviation of less than 10%, with the exception of the montage1 bag-of- tasks on a double node with the best TN. In this case, the ratio between the two deviations, described in the previous paragraph, is the highest. We also observe that the NRMSD is high for the bags-of-tasks with heterogeneous task execution times: montage1 and montage2. This can happen because the random task sample set we get might not be representative for the whole bag, thus leading to bigger deviations from the energy consumption of the whole bag execution. Nevertheless, the results show constant and small errors, even when emphasizing deviations with NRMSD.
Makespan accuracy
Estimating the makespan of a bag of tasks is less challenging than estimating the energy consumption. Because the PDU entity is not involved, less fluctuations happen in the system. Figure 9 shows the makespan estimation errors obtained from comparing the estimates to the average real makespan (Figure 9(a) ) and median real makespan (Figure 9(b) ). Figure 10 shows the computed NRMSD for the makespan. We notice that the makespan estimation errors are relatively low, between 4% and -12%, with a majority of values between 2% and -4%. These errors are smaller than journal (a) Makespan estimation error compared to the average makespan of a whole bag.
(b) Makespan estimation error compared to the median makespan of a whole bag. the ones obtained for the energy consumption estimates, because the execution times of the tasks are more stable than the power consumption readings. We also notice that most of the values indicate that the makespan was overestimated. Thus, our sampling phase is conservative.
PR-HC Performance
We measured how well PR-HC performs compared to an exhaustive search. By running an exhaustive search, we can precisely obtain the best TNs, however at an additional cost of energy consumtion and sampling time. To measure the performance of PR-HC, we analyzed its behavior quantitatively and qualitatively. A quantitative evaluation tells us how much faster and energy efficient is the PR-HC algorithm compared to the exhaustive search. A qualitative evaluation tells us how good are the TNs found by the PR-HC algorithm compared to the optimal ones obtained from the exhaustive search. We present the results for each analysis in 
PR-HC quantitative evaluation
To assess how fast and energy efficient is the PR-HC algorithm, we ran the E-BaTS' sampling phase for each type of bag-of-tasks and of node 5 times. We computed averages over the algorithm's execution times and energy consumptions and compared them with the execution times and energy consumptions of the exhaustive search. Figure 11 shows the percentage from the execution time (Figure 4 .5.1(a)) and the energy consumption (Figure 4 .5.1(b)) of the exhaustive search represented by PR-HC. We notice that the percentages of resources consumed by our algorithm compared to the exhaustive search are small, with values between 5% and 12%. We also notice that when varying the node and bag type, the percentages for energy and execution time have close values. This is expected because both energy consumption and execution time depend on the TN value. The amount of energy increases with the execution time. The execution time increases with the sample set size and the sample set size is proportional to the TN value (Eq. 2). With our algorithm we sample only a few of those TNs, while for the exhaustive search we sample all of them.
PR-HC qualitative evaluation
To reason about the quality of the TNs found by PR-HC compared to the optimal TNs found with the exhaustive search we used two approaches: (i) we analyse how close the best T s value found by PR-HC is to the best T s value found by the exhaustive search; (ii) we analyse how close the most interesting TNs found by PR-HC, in terms of trade-offs between E s and T s , are to the ones found by the exhaustive search. Figure 12 shows the difference in percentages between the best T s values found by PR-HC and the best T s values found with the exhaustive search. We notice that all percentages are small, under 5%, with the exception of the percentages for zephyr which are between 10% and 20%. Thus, PR-HC finds the TNs which give a T s very close to the optimal one. A surprising result is that for stream we obtained a negative percentage, which means that the best T s found by PR-HC is slightly better than the one found by the exhaustive search. This result is due to small fluctuations in the deployment environment, which do not allow for constant, deterministic results of measurements, not even for consecutive and identical executions.
We investigate why the zephyr estimates errors are higher than the rest, by closely analyzing the PR-HC execution on a fat node and the corresponding exhaustive search. Figure 13 shows the T s values sampled by PR-HC, next to their coresponding TNs, and the T s values found by the exhaustive search. The highest value for T s found by the exhaustive search is of approximately 1.2 tasks per second and appears in a very unstable area where T s values differ a lot from one TN to the next. These large differences in tasks per second can be attributed to the large TN values, which may lead to many context switches and therefore exhibit an unpredictable behaviour. These fluctuations render the TN with T s =≈1.2 tasks per second an unreliable choice, because a consecutive run with the same TN is not guaranteed to bring the same performance (in terms of tasks per second). Here we note that our approach may be further improved by adapting the sampling set size to also reflect the instability of a TN configuration, for instance by increasing the number of tasks sent to the respective node.
The second approach towards analyzing the quality of the PR-HC is by graphical representation of E s and T s metrics corresponding to TNs found by PR-HC, next to those found by the exhaustive search. Here, the E s is not computed as the average over all power values obtained during sampling, but as the ratio between the total energy consumed while sampling and the sampling time. Figures 14 and 15 show the dominating values (Pareto fronts) from the PR-HC solutions next to those from the exhaustive search, for all evaluated workloads on a fat node and on a double node, respectively.
We first analyze the differences between the E s and T s ranges for different workloads and node types. For the energy consumption of a fat node we have values between 50 and 300 J/s, while for the energy consumed by a double node we have values between 100 and 550 J/s. As expected, the execution speed values (T s ) depend on the bag-of-tasks type, ranging from 0.4 to 200 tasks/s. Across the different node types, the E s and T s metrics exhibit a similar distribution of points (cluster areas, sparse areas, etc.) in the trade-off space. This is well illustrated by Figures 15zephyr and 14zephyr .
Despite these large ranges of the trade-off space, we can notice that PR-HC identifies a majority of the dominating points from the exhaustive space, spanning from very small to very big values for both E s and T s , identifying the cluster areas, as well as some of the sparse areas. To quantify how well the Pareto sub-set found with PR-HC approximates the one found with the exhaustive search, we compute the difference between the area of dominated values identified by PR-HC and the one identified by an exhaustive search. We compute the dominated value area as the surface area determined by the Pareto points and the x-axis. We then normalize the difference between the two surfaces by expressing it as a percentage from the maximum of the two values. Figure 16 shows the computed differences for all evaluated workloads and node types. We notice that for most of the evaluation scenarios, i.e., 10 out of 12, the difference is at most 40%, meaning that the surface area of PR-HC covers more than For most of the tested applications, this difference is at most 40%. As also shown in Figure 15 and Figure 14 , PR-HC finds a majority of interesting trade-offs between energy consumption and makespan.
60% of the one computed with the exhaustive search values. As we recall that PR-HC delivers at least 88% savings in energy and execution time costs, these results are promising as they show that PR-HC finds a majority of points close to the optimal ones in terms of energy consumption and makespan trade-offs with small resource costs.
Conclusions
HPC systems consume large amounts of energy, with most of it powering up compute nodes. However, users are typically unaware of the energy cost of their application execution, because this information is often unavailable to them. Many efforts have focused on raising awareness about the energy consumption, but most of them are fitted to specific problem scenarios, either designed for particular applications, with particular constraints or for running on a particular hardware infrastructure. In this paper, we introduced E-BaTS, an energy and performance aware bag-oftasks scheduler, which builds on our previous work on BaTS. The novelty of E-BaTS comes from its sampling algorithm, PR-HC, which successfully gives users estimates about the energy consumption and execution time of their bag-of-tasks. PR-HC is based on a hill climbing algorithm, on which it improves through a probabilistic restart approach. This sampling algorithm is agnostic of the bag type or hardware architecture, and is able to work with a variety of applications without a-priori information about them. PR-HC finds relevant configurations composed of numbers of colocated tasks, spanning from the most energy efficient to the fastest setup.
We evaluated E-BaTS on the DAS-4 cluster, on different physical node types, using a variety of bags of tasks, with different resource utilization patterns. Our results prove two important characteristics of E-BaTS. First, when sampling a given number of colocated tasks, E-BaTS makes accurate estimations, with an error between -16% and 5% in terms of energy consumption, and -11% and 3% in terms journal of makespan. Second, the PR-HC algorithm of E-BaTS finds a majority of configurations close to the optimal ones in terms of energy consumption and makespan trade-offs, found through an exhaustive search, but with cost savings of at least 88% of the resources consumed in such a case.
Our results open several research directions. Besides providing options in terms of number of co-located tasks, E-BaTS can be extended to manage clusters of heterogeneous node types, by profiling simultaneously different hardware architectures, and provide options in terms of number of used nodes. In addition, the function for the energy-per-second estimation can be made self-adaptive, by statistically analyzing the power values in the observed set, leading to even better energy estimation errors. Moreover, advanced statistical devices may be used to cope with increasingly heterogeneous bags-of-tasks. Finally, E-BaTS can be integrated with infrastructure schedulers to help them make educated decisions regarding the energy consumption of the entire infrastructure.
